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Orientation Successful
By Kim Tabor
Forum Staff Writer
The SBA got the year off to a
great start with the annual first
year orientation on Friday, August
19, 1988.
The many hours of hard work
and preparation by the Admissions Office and the SBA proved to
be time well spent. As a result of
their efforts, over 170 students
registered , making the Class of
1991 one of the largest this law
school has ever seen.
Orientation began with registration at 9:00 a.m .. The SBA provided coffee and donuts in the artium
in an effort to give the new class
an opportunity to get better acquainted. It also gave the faculty
and staff a chance to place faces
with many of the names they had
come in contact with throughout
the admission process.
Following registration, the 1Ls
were introduced to Dean Bodensteiner as well as other faculty and
staff members who will be playing
an important part in their legal
education. In addition, the new
class was welcomed and offered
advice as to how they could be
successful in law school.

After having an opportunity to
buy a parking permit and have a
mugshot taken for their student
I. D. cards, the lLs were free to go
buy their books or eat a lunch provided in the atrium. Those who
chose to stick around for lunch
found it anything but boring. Pat
Blankenship and 'Ibm Bach provided the entertainment by singing as they carried submarine
sandwiches into the atrium.
In order to clear up a few of the
questions that first year law
students are likely to have. faculty advisors and 2nd and 3rd year
law students gave it their best shot
at trying to answer any of their
questions.
Topics
ranged
anywhere from "outlines" to
Jackson's with a lot more in between. It was a chance for the lLs
to gather tips from upperclassmen
who had successfully completed
one or two years of law school.
As expected, the Student
Organization Fair was a
"huge"success. The fair was an opportunity for the different student
organizations to promote their
group as well as meet new people.
Part of the fun was in watching the
various organizations, especially
the fraternities, vie for new
members. All in all the fair fulfill-

ed its main objective which was to
show the new students the variety of interests held by everyone at
the law school.
Even though there were a lot of
important and informative events
that took place at orientation, the
cookout, followed by a visit to
Jackson's was definitely the most
fun. In the past the orientation
party has consisted of a cookout
on the back patio of the law
school, this year, however, the
threat of rain made it necessary to
move the party indoors. First
years, their families, friends,
faculty, and 2nd & 3rd year
"helpers" ate chicken and all that
goes with it. Several distinguished alumni found time to make an
appearance, one being Scott
Faurote, past president of the
SBA.
After a full day of orientation,
the new lLs with a little encouragement from the 2Ls and
3Ls, moved the party to Jackson's
where the lLs eventually called it
a day. By that point, the lLs were
completely ready to begin their
law school education.
Thanks to the Admissions Office, the SBA, the student
volunteers, and of course, the lLs,
orientation was a '
' success.

V. U. Welcomes Bracy
By Nadine Dahm
Forum Editor

The newest member of the
Valparaiso University School of
Law faculty is visiting professor
Warren D. Bracy.
Prof. Bracy was hired to fill the
vacancies created by Prof. Rosalie
Levinson and Prof. Carol
Kaesebier. Both Prof. Levinson
and .Prof. Kaesebier are on sabbatical this year. In Prof. Levinson's absence, Bracy is teaching
Constitutional Law and Federal
Practice. Next semester, Bracy will
teach Administrative Law and
Pretrial skills.
Prof. Bracy received his J.D. in
1971 from Cornell University. In
the 17 years since he received his
J.D .• Bracy has taught law
students for 8lls of those years. The
remaining 8lh years, Bracy was a
criminal defense lawyer in Detroit
Michigan.
As a law professor, Bracy has
taught students at Loyola University in New Orleans, the University of Detroit, and the University of 'lbledo. Prof. Bracy has also
published several legal works.
Bracy published the 1978 supplement to the case book Law,
Lawyers & Social Change. And in
1974, Bracy published an article
entitled, "The Questionable
Legality of Affirmative Action: A
Response.''
As a criminal defense lawyer,
Prof. Bracy worked on several major cases including United States
v. Nembhard, 512 F. Supp 19 (1980)
and People v. Smith, 118 Mich.
App. 366 (1982).

Student Bar Association Sets Goals
By Allen Fore
Forum Staff Writer
H ving already sponsored the
studen ori ta on d activities,
a "welcome back" party and lL
elections, SBA Is off to a fast tart.
"I like to get a lot out of
ool,"
said Tim Murray, SBA President,
descrlbln& his involvement ln student government. "Everyone is a
member of SBA. Getting involved
in SBA and serving on committees
makes your law school experience
more complete," stated Murray.
SBA is the elected student
government at the School of Law.
Three representatives are elected
from each clas . The officers:
President, Vice President,
Treasurer. and Secretary, are all
elected at-large. Additional
members include two student! culty representatives and two
ABA/LSD rep entatlves.
What does SBA do? "One of our
bica t re ponslbillti is the

budget," said Murray. "We're
responsible for appropriating
money from the student fees to the
various student organizations.
That process can be pretty
tedious," Murray continued. "We
try to be as fair as possible, and we
encourage each group to present a
good case for why they need the
funds."
Vlce President. Kevin Speer,
directs Law Week, another major
SBA activity. The week includes
events such as the Law Day lunch n, with a nationally recognized speaker; a faculty "roast"; and
a Barrister's Ball. This year's Barrister Ball is scheduled to be held
at the Holiday Star Theatre in
errillville. .. It's an excellent
week," said Speer. '"Everyone
from the law school is invited to
participate. The events are informative and a lot of fun."
SBA meets twice monthly.
Jocelyn Murphy, Secretary,
handles the publicity and
organization that make those

meetings possible."We're trying to Perhaps we can do more to become
make more people aware of SBA involved in the community by
so they will know what we do," working with groups who might
Murphy stated. "The VANNA (as need assistance.''
Murray's main goal for the SBA.
in Vaima White) BOARD outside
of our office has a list of all upcom- is to keep in touch with the
ing activities and events."
students. "We're planning on
Speer hopes to make the SBA organizing a monthly meeting of
more accessible to students this the student body, sort of an exyear. ..Even by doing subtle things, tended SBA meeting." SBA. Oflike keeping our door propped ficers will be on hand, as well as
open during the day. we help the a representative from the Career
students know we're here. Anyone Services Office, and law school ofis welcome to drop by and talk if ficials, such as Dean Bodensteiner,
they have a concern or question." who might have announcements to
"I'd also like to see SBA. further make. The student body meeting
the reputation of Valparaiso will be a time for students to voice
through our students," Speer con- their concerns and ask questions.
Students interested in signing
tinued. "Allowing the students to
participate in the recruiting pro- up for SBA. committee openings
cess. by representing Valparaiso at should contact Tim Murray or any
their undergraduate school, is other SBA officer.
''We can make a difference this
something I hope SBA. can initiate
year," said Speer. "The atthis yea:c"
Tim Murray also has plans to mosphere of the school can be
make his term an active one. "I'd made by SBA. The more help we
like to see SBA. sponsor events to have from the students, the more
help the indigent at tax time. we can accomplish."

In addition to his legal activities, Prof. Bracy has been actively involved in politics. In 1975,
Bracy worked on the Pierce for
Congress Campaign. In 1976, ·
Bracy was a member of the
Michigan delegation to the
Democratic National Convention,
Bracy served on the Rules
Com.mitee.

Prof. Bracy

Bracy has also served as campaign manager for Washtenaw
County Commissioner Fostick and
Bracy was a member of the Second
District Democratic Executive
Committee from 1977 to 1983. This
past summer Bracy was again a
member of the Michigan delegation to the Democratic National
Convention. As in 1976, Bracy once
again served as a member of the
Rules Committee.
With such a distinguished and
diverse background, Prof. Bracy
will bring a unique outlook to V.U.
School of Law.

Attendance
Policy Adopted
By Jim Zieba
Forum Staff Writer
A new attendance policy has
been adopted by the law school.
According to the 1988-89 bulletin,
"[s]tudents are expected to attend
every class session for each course
for which he or she is enrolled.
Professors will enforce the attendance policy and must announce
the methods of enforcement at
least one week prior to its imposition. Any student who does not
comply with the ABA attendance
requirements is subject to administrative withdraw!." Last
year's policy made no mention of
an "administrative withdraw!."
According to Registrar Nancy
Kohlhoff, the new policy is
necessary to keep the law school
within ABA attendance regulations. Last year there was at least
one instance where a 3rd-year student had signed up for two classes
which met at the same time. The
student was required to retake one
of the classes and did not receive
his diploma until Auwst.
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Th~ Charles A Halleck Chapter of

Phi Alpha Delta opened its Professional Programming schedule
with a presentation by Mr. Hawk
P.C. Kautz entitled .. Class-Action
L't'
· Conshtuhonal
· ·
1 1gat'1on m
and
Consumer Contexts."
. The pres~ntation addressed
1ssues relatmg to class-actions
b rought to safeguard constitu. al n'ghts and for the protection
t 1on
o!
Kautz
on
h1s and h1s f1rm s expenences in
the area of class litigation.
. A member of ~he East Chicago
firm and DeBonis, Mr. Kautz is a
1973 ~raduate of the Law School,
and 1s a member of the Halleck
Chapter of P.A.D. After completing Law School, Mr. Kautz
entered private practice in Merrillville. His experience includes
both civil and criminal litigation,
and he has practiced in eight
States and seven foreign countries.
Mr. Kautz has served as President
of the La'te County Bar Association and as a pro tem ju~ge in
Lake County. Prior to entermg the
law, Mr. Kautz served in Vietnam
c 1 1'
as a o one m the Special Forces.
Both Col. Kautz and his firm
have obtained record judgements
in courts including the United
States District Court for the Northem District of Indiana, and in
Indiana State Courts in Porter,
Newton and Jasper Counties. The
firm recently obtained a judgement against the State of Indiana
and Governor Robert Orr for nearly $28 million. Before joining
Smith & DeBonis, Col. Kautz had
successfully obtained for his client
a personal injury judgement of
$1.4 million.
Following the program, the
Chapter initiated three secondyearmembersinceremoniesatthe
Porter County Courthouse. Justice
P.S. Marchand administered the
P.A.D. Membership Oath to Debra
Hill, Marie Lembessis and Ben
Jackson.
Future activities of Halleck
Chapter include but are not
limited to a P.A.D./P.D.P. softball
game, tentatively scheduled for
October 1, a P.A.D. Night at
Jacksons, tentatively scheduled
for the week of October 10-15th,
and First year Initiation on October 7th in the Porter County
Courthouse. Additionally, The
Academic Support Committee of
Halleck Chapter will be presen-
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Chri tian Law Society (CLS) enjo d a Pizza dinner at Mark
VanderBo ch• residence on Monday, August 29. Future plans of
CLS were discus ed by those
members in attendance.
CLS will resume their weekly
meetings discussing Christianity,
religion and the legal profession.
CLS meetings will be held each
Thursday at 10:00 A. . in the law
library confrence room. The
discussions will last about one
half hour. CLS strongly encourages everyone to attend the
m tin
and to join in on our
di cu sio .

0

'

ac
· .. The
Midwest Environmental Law
Caucus (MELC) has planned an exiting Fall Semester beginning
with a tour of Pinhook Bog, a protected area of the Indiana Dunes
Na t'1ona1 I.akesh ore. The t ourwas
held on Saturday September lOth.
Oth~r upcoming events i~clude
a mov1e from the NOVA senes en·
·
· a
t 1'tle d "Are you sw1mmmg
m
· on the pro bl ems
sewer," focusmg
of Ocean Dumping and pollution
of our water sources. Also planned are disc~ssions with Depart~ent of Jushce Atto~eys and Env1ronmental Protect10n Agency
Attorneys. . .
Mem ~ersh1p 1s .open to all
ValparaiSO University School of
Law students and faculty
members. The group strives to provid~ educational information on
env1ronmental issues that we will
face as attorneys.
Members are encouraged to sign
up for Committee Membership.
For more information on joining
M~LC, please contact. any ME~
off1cers. or Membership Comnuttee Chairman Roger Weitgenant.
••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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The International Law Society
(!LS) is sponsoring a panel discussion "Culture, Politics
d La .
HOV: the Mix Shapes
Business Relations: The Japan
Example"
on
Th
dese
' 29 1988 t 3·00
urs ay
September
Valparaiso u~verslt~'s Culi·~
Arts Committee and the SchC:l of
Law are co-sponsoring th
t
The program is free and e0 event ·
pen
the public. An informal recepti
in the Atrium will follow
panel discussion.
American Rubber Products, an
Indiana business which suecessfully competes in the internationa! marketplace, will detail the
implementation ofits plan for expansion into international
markets. American Rubber Products sells specially engineered
seals and gaskets to orignal equipment manufacturers such as
Japanese automobile manufacturers in the u.s.. Professor
Michael Waxman of Marquette
University will discuss the
cultural adjustments
u.s.
business promoters must make
when competing in foreign
markets. Caterina Cregor of the
Corporation for lnidana's International Future will comment on
how the Corporation assists Indiana institutions and businesses
in the development of legislation
and international contacts. The
Corporation for Indiana's Internationa! future is a not-for-profit
state-funded organization which
was founded in August 1987 at the
request of Governor Robert Orr.
The panelists are: Professor
Michael Waxman an Associate
Professor at .1.darquette University, Wisconsin. Professor Waxman,
formerly with the Federal Trade
Commission, was the 1987
Fullbright Scholar in Japan;
Caterina Cregor, President of the
Corporation for Indiana's Internationa! Future, Indianapolis, who
was formerly with the Indiana
Dept. of Commerce in International trade; and Jeffrey Bernal,
Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer, American Rubber Products, LaPorte, Indiana.
: •••••• •••••• •••••••••••
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The Delta Theta Phi Law Frater-

nity is striving this year to help
members succeed academically by
offering tutoring sessions, access
to outlines, and mock appellate
brief presentations. D.T.P. will
also maintain its reputation for
organizing gatherings that will
have absolutely nothing to do with
school.
D.T.P. is an organization committed to balancing legal studies
with enjoyable extracurricular
activities.
Some D.T.P. events planned for
the 1988-89 school year include:
Legal seminars, career help sessions, recreational volleyball and
bowling, and an occasional happy
hour.
D.T.P.
hat law school is
a emaning a d serious experien
.T.P. also realizes
that our goals to achieve success in
the world of law and the world of
people requires more than a single
tract thinking of legal studies. By
mixing school work with ac- !
tivities and gatherings D.T.P. feels •
it can help achieve the important
balance between being studious
and being active in the law school

~:!:i!~~~~t:e~-== co~~!r~ays
first semester P.A.D. Reviews in
Civil Procedure an Criminal Law
presented last fall.
For further information, contact
P.S. Marchand, Justice, at 462-3775
or Locker 214 .
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welcomes new

By Kristi Brown
Forum Staff Writer
Law Schools were flooded with
applications this year, and
Valparaiso was no exception to the
tide.
Speculation on why the increase
occurred includes Baby M., Black
Monday, and the hit TV series,
L.A. Law. Whatever the reason, the
~alparaiso University School of
Law's Class of 1991, composed of
149 full-time students and 19 partdme students, is the school's
largest class since 1983.
From the size of the class comes
its diversity, including a variety of
ages, religions, homes states, and
undergraduate majors. Below is a
~rofile of this year's first year
class.
Forty-four percent of the first
years are women and 5 percent of
the class are members of a minority group. Over one-quarter of the
students in the entering class are
over 25 years of age, with the
average age being 24. First year
students range from 20 years of
age to 53 years of age. Seventeen
percent of the class is married.
Religiously, 35 percent of the
students in the Class of 1991 are
Catholic, 21 percent are Lutheran,

For all the latest :
:
News about your •
favorite law school :
!
activities, read the :
Forum
!

5.75%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%

members. If you
sted in
joining D.T.P. applicaton are
•
available on the . . . oard.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •:
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Valparaiso, Portage, Chesterton

and 16 percent are split evenly
among the Jewish, Methodist,
Presbyterian, and Episcopalian
faiths.
First~ndents hail from 18
diffe~~t{s' and two foreign
countries - Canada and the People's Republic of China. Primarily from the Midwest, 45 percent oj
the first years call Indiana home.
The balance of those states with a
significant number of students
are: Illinois with 23 percent,
Michigan with 11 percent, Wisconsin with 6 percent, and Pennsylvania with 3 percent.
The final analysis of the 1Ls is
undergraduate major and college.
Students in the first year class majored in 35 different subjects. The
top three majors were political
science with 26 percent, business
with 10 percent and criminal
justice with slightly less than 8
percent.
Finally, this year's entering class
hails from a phenomenal 81 different colleges and universities
throughout 23 states and Canada.
Specifically from Indiana, the top
percentage of graduates are from
Valparaiso with 11 percent, Indiana University with 8 percent,
and Purdue with 7 percent.

$
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$10,000
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See or phone us concerning membership.
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Media Unjustly Enriched
By Julie Ezell
Forum Staff Writer

Fires of Racism
Still Smoldering
By Dennl.t ue Goss
Forum Staff Writer
Aupst 26, 1988, marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of the civil
rirhts march on Washington D. C. and the famous "I Have A
Dream.. speech of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. Much has come and
rone in those twenty-five years. Many thinp haw changed, many
thinrs have not.
Affirmative action was one of America's transitional domestic
proerama. Affirmative action sprouted from the sixties and sewnties, and afforded the opportunity of eeonomic rain to a rroup of
American cltbens lonr oppressed by the vulprlty of racism.
Certainly affirmative action grew, In part, from a realisation
by a seJ'IDent of white America that an injustice and immorality
eldlste~ ia, J!lalie"1ea'
tlfi tl . ore
tly,
ve
action was an attempt by a subgroup ("rich" white America) to
placate the risinr domestic 11JlreSt of a people
rrown violent over their 2H year old role as America's dormat.
Affirmative action has worked. It has been one of the most
unheralded sueeesaes of rowrnment pollcy in the area of civil
rights.
America's blacks (and other minorities) haw carved many inroads into the eeonomlc mainstream with the tools of affirmative
action. Blacks are found at all levels of American labor and govern-·
ment, ful.fUllnc dreams and roals rooted in the violent and bloody
history of the civil rirhts movement.
Sadly, thourh, the virility of affirmative action Is beflnning to
erode. For etrht years the Reagan Administration has assailed affirmative action procrams. both through the legislature and
through the courts. The Administration has fabricated and supported lllorlcal, but effeetiw notions of reverse d.bcrlmlnatlon and
Interference with business ,...,wth potential. These ideas fall, both
on the merits and in the realm of human justice.
Due to the cliwrsity of America's population, raclally, culturally,
ete., there Is little, if any, legislative policy that can advance the
Interests and rights of one rroup without restricttnr the interests
and rirhts of another rroup. The five and take among various
rroups must be viewed from the perspective of overall social justice
rather than from the restrictive and conceded postulate that
legislation produces rroups of winners and croups of lusers.
To sugrest that reverse dbcrimlnation Is a viable argument in
the war q-ainst affirmative action Is to emphasise Isolated instances where privations have been endured by a few whites,
thereby camouflaainr the primary purpose of affirmative action:
the alleviation of the eeonomic disparity of an entire race of
cltisens.
Affirmative action reapportions-education and employment opportunities. It Is a prorram of historical import, designed to further balance the scales of equality. The long term pins of affirmative action outdistance the Immediate losses of the few whites
personally affected. In the end, these whites stlli live in a racially stratified deck, stacked heavily in their favor, and wU1 suffer
no permanent or sipificant eeonomic loss from affirmative action prorrams.
~~.e d1acriminatlon Is racist. It fela'ns concern for individual
rtrhts, when in reality it Is noth.l.na' more than a well-polished
theory, structured to perpetuate white dominance. Reverse
cliserim.lnation thrives because outdated and barbaric attitudes
die bitterly and spitefully; becau.se the hypocrisy and deceit of
af
can so often sway the confused and uninformed.
Such prejudice muat be eradicated. So ,.reat a people as ours
must do more than merely reco,ulse our potential; we must achieve
that potential, and then push beyond, to new limits and new
bounds. Not~ so constricts the ,rowth of a people as does a
failure to acknowlere the inevitability of chanre.
The fires of racism, sometimes smoulderlnr ln the baclqround
aud ometimes bl.asiq up before our eyes, must be extinpished
so that smoke will not impair our view of the pain of those who
ufter. Our ears must be open to the eries of the disadvant.,-ed.
ThoU&"h
are a nation of diverse peoples, we are evertheless one

Campaign '88 - the year of the
"Watch Dog" or the "Yellow Dog"?
Yes, opinions run the gambit,
but one thing is certain, the media
has controlled the 1988 Presidential Campaign by using a strong
arm agenda and issue setting
techniques.
Just ask Gary Hart.
Or Joseph Biden.
Or Jesse Jackson.
Or Dan Quayle.
Hart, the e~rly Democratic
favorite, quickly fell from grace
when the Miami Herald shocked
the American public with news
that Hart enjoyed a little Monkey
Bmineu with a young tart, Donna Rice. What?! A presidential candidate engagin~lliclt sex?!
After eight years f
potency in
the White House,
ericans could
not fathom a future President who
engaged in sexual relations,
especially relations with a woman
other than his wife.
Although the story cost Hart a
shot at the Presidency, the story
sold lots of newspapers. After all,
Enquiring minds do want to know.
Then there's Joe Biden, Hart's
successor in the Demo limelight,
caught by the media in an act we
law students lose sleep over plagiarism. Next, the media
reported that Biden broke another
cardinal rule -- resume padding.
Before Biden had an opportunity
to steal an apology to give to the
American public, he joined Hart in

that great land of political
has-beens.
All the while, the media reaped
the benefits of "investigative
reporting" in the form of higher
ratings and increased sales.
When t}le media failed to dig up
skeletons from Dukakis' political
and personal closets, the media
forces began the next stratagem:
making Jesse Jackson a hero.
After all, the Democratic Convention needed something to resurrect
the usually low television rating
and public apathy.
With . five reporters to every
delegate, the media created tension and viewer interest by focusing on Jackson and his followers.
The convention's denouement
peaked early when Jackson accepted defeat gracefully rather
than creating turmoil within the .
party.
By that point, however, the media
had created sufficient turmoil and,
as a bonus, generated unprecedented Nielson Ratings.
And for the media's latest blast
before theN ovember election, the
nation turned its tired eyes to Indiana's own Dan Quayle, or the
"Artful Dodger" as he is known in
the media circles. The media blitz
surrounding Quayle's indiscretion
hardly deserves re-hashing, but
the situation once again reinforced the media's control over the
American public.
As a candidate for Senator,
Quayle's enlistment never became
an issue. But once the network
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people got the scoop, news was
business once again.
One glimmer of hope surfaced
last week, however, when a Gallup
Poll revealed that 55 percent of the
people questioned thought the
coverage of the Indiana Senator
was unfair. Additionally, 69 percent thought Quayle's enlistment
in the National Guard received too
much coverage. Ironically, the
Times Mirror Corporation
solicited the criticism in gathering
information for a series, ''The People, the Press, and Politics: A
Measure of Public Attitudes
'lbward the News Media."
Despite harsh public feelings,
the Times Mirror and other media
magnates can relax. Fifty-six percent surveyed answered in the affirmative when asked if they
thought "it is important that the
voters learn about details of Dan
Quayle's past in order to judge
whether he would be a good VicePresident."
Perhaps the media continues to
serve a useful function in our
society of informing the masses on
political issues. Unfortunately, the
media frames those political
issues in terms of a plot from
"Dynasty" to appeal to the
masses.
With the public's stamp of approval, the media will continue to
sacrifice ethics and professional
journalism for higher ratings and
revenues until the public voices
criticism in a language the media
understands -- ratings.
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Concepts Need Precepts

The Forum

By Robert J. Henke
Forum Staff Writer

The Forum is an independent, student-operated
publication, published by the Valparaiso University School of Law Student Bar Association, Weseman
Hall, Valparaiso, Indiana 46383. The Forum is
published bi-monthly during the academic year;
subscriptions are available for $10.00.

If a man will begin with certainties, he shall
end with doubts; but if he will be content to
begin with doubts he shall end in certainties.
Francis Bacon
Editorial Staff

Nadine Dahm ..... . ..... Editor-in-Chief
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blind.
Immanuel Kant
I.nve, justice. and equality. These
are more than mere words. They
are concepts based on principles,
ideals, structural elements of
society and, of course, precepts.
One can persuasively argue that
the aim of all civilized society
should be deeply entrenched in the
anticipation of absolute realization of these concepts. Indeed, one
may be hard pressed to find someone who does not believe that
such a realization would be a good
thing: That a precept of a consistent life ethic which advances
these concepts would naturally be
at the wellspring of such a realization. Yet, there is no consistancy
for there is no general precept
upon which these concepts can effectively be achieved.
Now that I have confused you,
perhaps you may better understand the proposition advanced by
considering some of the following
actualizations.
Last year I attended the South
African Symposium here at the
Law School. The main thrust of
the symposium dealt with the
aspect of the whites lording over
the blacks. More specifically, the
problem of the whites advancing,
for some insane reason or another,
that their rights where superior to
those of the black inhabitants of
the region. This of course is ignorance at its worse.
Yet, quite a few of t he individuals who attended this symposium also support abortion using primarily the same stance: one
persons right's are superior to
those of another. And perhaps,' just
as those whites in South Africa
may tend to believe, the proabortionists rationalize that the
unborn child is not a person,
science tells us quite differently in
both cases.
However, this is not the only
"side" which deals in inconsistency. For example, the proabortionists could very well ask
why does Jerry Falwell, who is
considered a pro-life champion,
defend both South Africa's President, Botha, and the Philippines'
ex-President Marcos? His position
is that such a stance tends to
preserve freedom from Marxist
revolution.
Perhaps we should ask Rev.
Falwell whether such a stance is
one which Christ would take?
Would Christ support economic

By Linnea Nelson
Forum Staff Writer
(

type activities. Thus, those individuals who seek to kill their
young loose their humanity; those
who do not protect the poor and
the homeless loose their humanity; those who support governments that suppress and purposely starve its people loose their
humanity;those who support
political groups whose purpose is
to impose their "right's" on
everyone else loose their humanity; those who do not work equality and justice loose their
humanity.
Of course. such an endeavor is an
exercise in futility. No person
should be able to deem that a
another has lost his humanity just
as no person should be able to
deem that another has never
achieved humanity. Such a stance
would not be consistent with a life
ethic which proposes to support
all life that is in need of help.
A man is ethical only when life.
as such, is sacred to him - life in
every form - including his fellow
man.
Yet we seem to be at war against
our brothers and sisters. We often
advance our own rights against
another person's rights in a
number of ways. The whites in
South Africa against the blacks.
The pro-abortionist against innocent children. And so on. We must
come to terms that either life and
those rights naturally tied to life
are sacred in every instance; that
to defend human life wherever it
is threatened is the obligation of
everyone who would call
themselves human, or prepare
ourselves for the dehumanizing
results. We must be consistent or
we must fail.
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, in a
speech given at St. Louis Unversity in 1984-summed up the case for
a consistent life ethic:
Nuclear war threatens life on a
previously unimaginable scale;

abortion takes life daily on a horrendous scale; public ezecu.tions
are fast becoming weekly events
in
the
most
advanced
technological society in history:
and euthanasia is now openly
discussed and even advocated ....
The case for a consistent ethic of
Zife. .. joins the humanity of the unborn infant and the humanity of
the hungry: it calls for positive
legal action to prevent the killing
of the unborn or the aged and
positive societal action to provide
shelter for the homeleu and
education for the illiterate.
We need to take positive steps
now. Change our world views if
need be. We need to start in our
own little comer of the world and
work outward.
Either we hold life sacred in
every instance or we are
hypocrites.

Attendance Policy Comforting
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Concepts without precepts are
empty.
Precepts without concepts are

systems that currently allow
millions to suffer poverty,
malnutrition, and death by
starvation?
On the same note. what of
Senator Jesse Helms? He is often
at the center of the antiabortion
fight. Yet, he supports government
subsidies for tobacco. What about
the over 350,000 Americans who
die as a direct result of smoking
tobacco every year?
Perhaps the political clout of the
tobacco growers is more important
to this pro-life advocate than those
lives lost because of tobacco use.
On the other hand, what about
the Marxists who destroy large
numbers of people to impose their
totalitarian governments on even
larger numbers in hopes of
creating an ideal life for all? Must
political and religious freedom be
lost in order to provide economic
justice? Surely this is concept
without precept.
Lets not forget those who join
the fight against the nuclear arms
race and neglect the homeless, aged, illiterate. and hungry. Should
we put what may happen tomorrow in front of what is happening
today?
Perhaps these questions seem
too simplistic in relation to the
complexity of the positions taken.
Nevertheless, I believe they adequately demonstrate a lack of consistency. If human life is worth
fighting over in one instance. why
not in f!Very instance? If human beings are equal in one aspect of existence. why not in every aspect?
Why can't we be consistent?
In his philosophy of naturalism,
Thomas Hobbes composed sf!Veral
laws of nature. The ninth of which
stated the following: "that every
man acknowledge another for his
equal by nature. The breach of this
precept is pride."
The pride of man has been his
shortfalling in many cases not the
least of which is inequality. I find
it extremely alarming that when
mankind finally does seek to
achieve equality, his pride still
gets in the way. Only in those instances which fit into the plan is
equality propounded.
Accordingly, a small innocent
unborn child is not equal with the
death row inmate whose cause certain groups pursue with religious
fervor. These groups denounce the
child as not human. They rationalize that the child is not
human for it only has the potential
to be a human and will not be so
until "it" participates in such
humanly activities.
I propose the following: If one
does not become human until he or
she participates in certain human
type activities, one may consequently loose their humanity by
not participating in certain human
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Last spring there were only murmurs of impending attendance
policies, so it was somewhat comfor ting to read the 1988-89
Valparaiso University School of
Law Bulletin and find out that
there's not much new about this
year's attendance policy.
The bulletin states " Regular and
punctual attendance is necessary
to satisfy ABA residency and class
hour requirements. Students are
expected to attend every class session for each course for which they
are enrolled. Any student who
does not comply with the ABA att endance requirements is subject
to administrative withdrawal ."
The reason I find this so comforting is because there's really not
much about this attendance policy

that is new. For those of us who
were first year students last year,
these are the same expectations we
signed up for when we came here.
The only thing new about this
policy is that because of some
flagrant attendance violations in
the past, the enforcement part of
the attendance policy has grown
some teeth. The new addition to
the attendance policy is the fact
that students who do not regularly attend class will be administratively withdrawn from
that class.
This new addition has the potential to do some good things. When
I think about some of the people
I know who did not attend class,
I think about some really interesting people. The people I
know have very engaging and different life experiences to bring into the classroom. The attendance
policy can bring these,people into

the classroom like no alarm clock
or good-natured ribbing. When
people attend class, we are all
enriched by their experiences and
novel ideas.
Another good thing about the attendance policy is that it makes it
clear that the ABA and Valparaiso
University School of Law believe
that something valuable happens
in the classroom. It is easy to get
caught up in the idea that the goal
of classes is to prepare for exams,
to do well, and to get a good job.
The attendance policy serves as a
reminder that there is something
valuable that happens when
human beings get together in the
challenging atmosphere of learning and discovery.
It is good to be reminded by
something other than a perspectives course that we are not just
learning stuff, we are learning to
be professionals.
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Where Does Time Go?
By Tim Baker
Foru. m Columnl.st
Can I get a time out? Bas anyone noticed things are moving a
little fast around here?
I mean, it seema like I just worked up a good base tan and
already it's time to hit the boob again. And by the time I shelled
out my life savings and bought my books, I was already 100 pages
behind in my reading assignments. Just yaterday I was thinking
about what a great summer this was &"Oinc to be, and now all I can
do is look back at photographs and empty beer cans.
The weather Isn't helpill&' thinp either. The cold nights keep
remindinl' me Old Man Winter is ri&"ht around the corner. Then
comes Christmas, sprin&" break and p-aduatlon. After that it's back
to reality In the non-academic world. God help us.
Woody Allen once said something to the effect that 95 percent
of life Js just showing up. That may be true, but "just showing up"
around the law school doesn't make the grade. (Weak pun, but I
didn't have time to think up a better one.) For example, I "just
bowed up" the first day of classes and promptly was called upon
in Federal Practice. With Prof. Bracy's assistanee, I quickly learned
not to repeat the mlstake of showln6 up without preparing for
class.
First years are already pushill&' to meet assignment deadlines
for le.-1 writin&". (What do you mean by "proper citation form?")
Second yean are moaninl' about evidence, and they've barely been
exposed to hearsay. (At least that's what someone told me.) Third
years are findlng out exactly what it takes to fulfill that Intensive writinl' requirement. (Bow many pages?!?) And, most likely,
ome professors are already contemplatlD&" rut-wrentching exam
questions.
This madness is not llmlted to the classroom. I stW haven't completely unpacked my suitcases. In many respects the condition of
my bedroom repreaents the state of my life; the more I put into
lt, the harder It is to keep everything strai&"ht.
SpeaJdn&' of madness, the last time I checked there still was a
bed in my ldtchen. Of course, empty boxes abound. Well, at least
the stereo and TV are operational. If only I could fl&"Qre out how
to hook up that VCR.
Then there are the little thinp that eat away at precious time.
Dirty clothes are plliD&" up as fast as the dishes In the sink. There
are bllls to pay, meetinp to attend, errands to run. I've hardly had
tlme o W.tcb CUbs came or Usten to an afternoon broadcast of
Steve and Garry. To top lt all oH, football season bas started.
Where does time co?
Woody Allen may have been correct In saying that usually In life
you can get by simply by showing up. I think, however, I'll catch
the next train - lf I can make lt on time.
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"Holy the pen is mightier than
the sword,'' exclaimed Robbin
"we've been given our own column
in the FoM.I.m."
"That's right old chum, we will
take it as our civic duty to spread
the word about truth, justice, and
common decency to the students of
our fair law school,'' replied
Battman.
But, unknown to our caped
crusaders, the dastardly villian,
the Joker, was on the loose planning to spread his own brand of
mischief.
After recelveing a call on the
Batt-phone at stately Batt Manor,
our caped crusaders dash to the
Batt-poles where they transform
themselves from their everyday
life as ordinary law students to
their alter egos of Battman and
Robbin. "'Ib the Commissioner's
office, Robbin."
At Commissioner Bodensteiner's office, the Commissioner
tells Battman and Robbin that the
Joker is out to make a laughing
stock of the first year class. "Merciful heaven" cried Pollee Chief
Cichowski. Battman in his usual
reassuring voice promises the commissioner that he and Robbin will
stop the Joker and his diabolical
scheme.

Dear Hef:

I

I need your help real bad. My Dad II
a mean old man and he hatn
guta.
He
de me go to law IChool becauH
he'1 wicked. He thlnkl when I flunk
legal wrttlng I'll become mentally In~-and he can clalntwft me. Do
you think I'U pa11? I hear on good
authority that you're the beat legal
writer V.lparalao Unlftrslty hal ever
known. PluM tell me how you did It
nd pall along
pful hlnta on how I
can Improve
re1at1on1hlp with
18th . I want hi• law finn when he

mr

!
:

-

I
I
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Yet, as Battman and Robbin
walk the halls of Weseman Hall,
they can tell that something is
amiss. 1st years are walking
around with glazed looks in their
eyes. Quickly, Battman and Robbin remove their Batt oxygen
masks from their utility belts.
Battman then takes an air sample
with his Batt air sampler.

to a lesser extent than the lLs, but
that there is an increase in the
symptoms after Con Law lets out.
As for the 3Ls, Battman explained that since most of the students
in the third year class are brain
dead, not much affects them.
Battman, in his infinite wisdom
knew what must be done in order
to save the law students. So, our

Back in the Batt-cave. Battman

heroes jumped in the Batt mobile
and raced to Weseman Hall. As

and Robbin run the air sample
through the Batt-analyzer. ·~-ba.
just as I suspected, the halls of
Weseman have been poisoned with
anxiety gaa," announced Battman.
"Holy nervous nelly," gasped
Robbin. "Steady Robbin,'' cautioned Battman ..this requires a
cool head.''
The only way to fight anxiety
gas is to overcome the symptoms.
First, there is a preoccupation
with studying. Next, there is a
marked decrease in the desire to
have fun. Then there is the unsatiable need to create outlines,
and finally there is the worst
symptom of them all- the onse' of
the zombie-like trance which can
only be induced by Civil Procedure. "How ghastly,'' anguished
Robbin. "It's not a pretty sight,"
lamented Battman.
Robbin then inquired as to why
the anxiety gas has no effect on
2Ls and 3Ls. Battman explained
that the gas was affecting the 2Ls,

they reached the law school, the
Joker came running out of the
building. rn&m, fliDlllrn(J:IIJ, mJW -our
crime fighters brought the Joker
to justice.
Back at Commissioner Bodensteiner's office, the Commissioner
was thanking the dynamic duo for
saving the first year class. Battman explained that he replaced
the Joker's anxiety gas with Batt
anti-anziety gaa. Since that time,
Battman reported that he has seen
more lLs watching "Wheel of Fortune" during Chapel Break, more
lLs going out to Jackson's on
Thursday nights, more lLs asking
2Ls for outlines and most importantly, Battman has seen more lLs
staying awake in Civil Procedure.
As Battman and Robbin leave
the Commissioner's office, we hear
Commissioner Bodensteiner pro:.:!aim "God love 'em, the dynamic
duo, what would we do without
them."

ASK HEF:

mr

mr

croalca.
Sincerely,
I.M. Working

I
I

Photo by Gannan

Dear Working:
From the construction of your letter it
is obvious that you will become the
greatest legal writer valparaiso University has ever known. As to whether you will

pass legal writing that is another quesguts, but a legal genius he is not. Don't
tlon It has been rumored tbat.leoal ~ worry about him disinheriting you
i~est of vour wrltinaabLQtY ;:;::;;{ ' because of your mental incompetence.
a test of your ability to cope with extreme
Mental incompetence of an issue is not
sleep deprivation. I have no doubt that
a valid reason for the testator to disinherit
you will pass legal writing because the you . If that Is the situation, you will have
alternative is to endure that German-Irish grounds to challenge the will based on
chamber of horrors a e nd time. As to your father's mental Incompetence and
my passing legal wr lng I
s simple. possibly undue Influence of the
Prior to beginning Ia sch I I purchas· valparaiso University School of Law fund
ed 70 percent of the f
contracts on raisers.
red ink. Then once in VU Law School I
simply wrote as I always do and In the As always,
process, I gradually depleted the entire Hef.
stock of red Ink at valparaiso University. ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • "
Therefore, by the end of the semester the •
?
•
TAs and Instructors were running low on •
red ink and my scores dramatically lm- •
•
proved . One word of caution: this is ex- •
•

G

bl

ot a Pro em •

tremely expensive, but it Is effective. If
your old man Is free with the bucks, sell
him on the idea of cornering the market
in red Ink. I've got some to get rid of.
Finally, you ask how you can Improve
~
your relationship with your father. 0 ..,..
viousiy, the guy Is sadistic and hates your

•.

Need Some Advice? ••

•
•
•
••
•

•

Ask Hef

•
•
•

•

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • '-.
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Toys For Lawyers
By David G. Clark
Forum Staff Writer

The legal profession generally
has lagged behind the general
business community in the application of office technology.
Although the reasons for this lag
vary, this lag can be attributed to
a fear of technology, inertia, and
a lack of commercially available
products especially targeted to the
legal market. However, this trend
is rapidly changing as a new
generation of lawyers enters the
profession. Many of these new
lawyers come equipped with
knowledge of the benefits of office
automation and an expectation
that their firm will provide them
with the latest legal tools. Access
to computer aided legal research
terminals and
rocessors is
taken for
by new
associates
edium to
large law fi
small law
firm and sol ractiti ers are embracing the
gy as a means
of competing with the "big guys."
Also, hardware and software products, especially tailored to the
law environment, are appearing
on the market with increasing
regularity.
Students at V.U. Law School are
exposed to word processors as well
as computer aided legal research
tools such as Lexis, Westlaw, and
Infotrac. Those students who
choose to ignore these tools do so
at their own peril. Fortunately,
however, more and more students
are acquiring their own computers
before attending law school or
while in school. Further, this trend

will continue as prices for hardware and software continue to
decline in a competitive buyers'
market. But, the question is: How
do you get the most out of a computer once you have one?
With proper software and accessories, a single personal computer can be an ali-in-one legal
machine. With word processing
software and a good printer, the
personal computer can be a first
class document processor with the
capability to create, organize, and
manipulate large or small
documents. Often used segments
of documents such as the heading,
signature line, certificate of service, and statute sections may be
stored as special files called
macros and then later retrieved into a document with as little as two
keystrokes. Further, a particular
word or phrase in a large document, such as a treatise or law
review article, may be found by using a search utility program.
These programs are often included with the word processing software or they are available as a
stand-alone program. The operation of these programs is similar
to the~ and Westlaw key word
searches and these programs can
get to the desired part of the text
in seconds. ·
With software available from
Mead Data Central and West and
an accessory called a modem, the
personal computer becomes a
Lexis or Westlaw terminal. Unlike
the limited terminals in the
library, the personal computer terminal permits on-line document

storage onto the computer's disk
drive. This handy feature allows
for the retrieval and storage of a
quantity of information at speeds
much faster than a printer can
print. The document can then be
studied at leisure after the termination of the search session,
thus cutting down on phone line
costs. Best of all, the document is
stored in a generic text file that
can be edited, copied, and 'otherwise manipulated into a final
document by the word processor,
without retyping.

THE STORE WITH A

FOR YOU!

• valparaiso

A new accessory that 1s receiving a lot of attention is the handheld text scanner. The hand-held
scanner is attached by a cord to the
serial port on the personal computer and it is about the size of a
portable calculator. By slowly
dragging the scanner across the
page of a book or other document,
the scanner converts the image on
the page, text or pictures, into a
computer file. This file can then be
imported into a document with the
word processor. The hand-held
scanner scans a four inch wide
area which makes it ideal for ..!ifting" text from the double column
format of the case reporters.
Beware though, the copyright laws
that apply to photocopiers apply
to the scanned images.
By incorporating all of the
aforementioned legal tools into a
single laptop personal computer,
the lawyer or the law student can
create a powerful and portable
" lean, mean, legal machine."
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Vikings Over Bears
By Matt Begeske
Forum Staff Writer
THE NFC CENTRAL:
The Minnesota Vikings are easi·
ly the best in the Central Division.
The Vikings are hungry for success
and, unlike the Twins, they can
win away from the home- dome. A
good defense combined with the
Wilson-Carter air machine will
easily beat the rest of the NFC
Central.
Are the Chicago Bears a team in
transition? I'd have more faith in
the midway monsters if their
bodies wouldn't break as easily as
their egos. Coach Ditka should let
his promising rookies see more
time this year and let the veteran
deadweights ride the pine.
I would pick the third thru fifth
place finishers in the NFC Central,
but there are no other professional
football teams in the NFC Central.
Detroit has basketball and hockey
players that play more physical
than the Lions. Thank God Detroit
fans don't have to wait long between the end of the Tiger's season
and the beginning of the Pistons'
and Redwings' seasons.
The Green Bay Packers lucked
out. The Wisconsin prisons are
overcrowded, so the legislature
enacted an early probation statute,
enabling most of the Packers to
make it back by midseason. U nfortunately, all the good Packers
left Greenbay to play for a team in
a larger suburb.
The sister cities of Tampa Bay
and St. Petersburg tried desperateto buy the Chicago White Sox
th s year. s nee the deal fell
through, the Tampa-St.Pete area is
still left without a professional
franchise of any kind.
THE NFC EAST:
The Philadelphia Eagles and
Buddy Ryan will run away with
the NFC East title. Buddy's stingy
defense allows his offense to take
gambles that pay off.
On paper the Washington Redskins look like a sure repeat for
the superbowl. But player dicontent and an uneven wage scale
(especially in the team's defense)
will ruin the team's winning attitude just as if did the Giants and
Bears before them.
The Dallas Cowboys have the
same disease as the New York
Yankees and the Reagan Administration; fair weather fans.
It's a shame, because 'Ibm Landry
deserves more respect from Dallas
He could even lead Valparaiso to
a decent NFL season, so I'll give
them third.
The New York Giants won't have
a football team this year. Onethird of the team will be doing
time at the Betty Ford Clinic. The
rest of the team will die of cancer
because their homefield is located
over a toxic superfund site.
If you can't win playing next to
the breweries in St. L>uis, what
makes the Cardinals think they
can win in that wasteland called
Phoenix.

FRIENDLY EXPERT ASSISTANCE

306112 E. I i11colnway
VaJparui.o

THE N.F.C. WEST:
The San Fransisco 49ers have too
much money, too much talent, and
too easy a schedule not to place
first.
TheNew Orleans Saints may not
win their division, but they're a
sure playoff bet. They have the
best running game in the NFC,
and will make their opponent's
defenses miserable.
I usually like the L.A. Rams, but
they're usually as reliable as the
post office. Jim Everret is good,
but his supporting cast is a liability. Of course, so is playing
anywhere within a 50 mile radius
of the L.A. city limits.
Atlanta bas a good team with a
feathery logo that is definitely
championship bound, but that's
the Hawks.
THE AFC CENTRAL:
The Cleveland Browns are the
team in this iron tough division.
The Kosar led offense and doggie
tough defense makes the Browns
fans catch Superbowl fever.
Besides, bow can you go against a
team whose fans throw and eat
dog biscuits?
It's back to the basics for the
Pittsburgh Steelers. A more
mature and disciplined Pittsburgh
club and the ghost of Art Rooney
will lead the Steelers to a winning
season.
Two years ago, the Cincinatti
Bengals were supposed to be the
talk of the NFL, but they just
couldn't pull it all together.
Boomer Esiason's club peaked
years ago. The best thing that
could happen to the city of Cincinatti this football season would
be for Pete Rose to announce that
be's leaving to play baseball in
Japan.
The Houston Oilers franchise is
increasing the seating capacity of
the Atrodome for the foott-all
season. Why?
THE AFC WEST:
Money can't buy happiness, but
it can buy the Seattle Seahawks
the best team in the AFC West.
~r being continuously denied a
championship season while
holding so much talent, the

Seahawks are going to punish the
AFC West for being so rude in
seasons past.
.
I hate John Elway; I hate the
Denver Broncos. Just out of spite
I'm picking them to place behind
Seattle, and lose John Elway to a
hostile Canadian corporate
buyout.
How can the Kansas City Chiefs
be so good one week and so bad
the next? If they were smart, they
would kidnap Bo Jackson after a
Royals-Indians game. I'll say the
Chief's will be good this year, no,
bad ... no, good ...
The L.A. Raiders are so
overloaded with talent that a high
school quarterback could lead
them to the Superbowl. Unfortunately, they don't have one.
I hear they there are a lot of
great things to see and do in San
Diego. Going to the Chargers game
is not one of them.
THE AFC EAST:
The Buffalo Bills (you know, the
team from New York that actually plays in New York.) are
boasting a powerful offense and
brutal defense. Jim Kelley is the
best quarterback in the N.F.L. If
the Bills slip past the Colts, the
winter in Buffalo will be a Superbowl festival.
Coach Ron Meyer is happy. Indianapolis Colts owner Bob Irsay
invests almost as much money in
the Colts as the S.M.U. alumni did
for Meyer's college team. He'll
lead the Colts to the playoffs with
the best running attack in the
NFL. This team can pass, too. The
Colts will give Hoosier fans plenty to cheer for this year.
It's a shame the New England
Patriots are really a good team,
but in a division with the two best
AFC teams. It's O.K., though. The
Red Sox may be World Series
bound; Dukakis might win in
November; and Celtic fans will
always be obnoxious. Boston just
doesn't need anything else to be
snobby about.
I bate the Miami Dolphins as
much as the Denver Broncos, but
they're not nearly as good.
The New York Jets will play in
the same stadium as the Giants.
They'll suffer the same fate.

Men's Team Disgraced;
Women's Team Victorious
By John Garman
Forum Staff Writer
Inside sources have recently
revealed that the summer softball
teams participated in some of the
most fiereely fought games of the
twentieth century.
Highlights of the men's team,
sponsored by Jackson's Bar, include a somewhat hazy record of
4-15. Most of the losses were
memorable because they triggered
the ten and twenty run slaughter
rule.
Some of the more extraordinary
plays included a triple play and a
league record of double plays, all
performed
against
Team
Jackson's. Other notable incidents/ highlights of the season
included two bats owned by
Robert Henke declared illegal and
the unforgettable six error inning
in which Dennis Lee Goss
displayed to all the ancient art of
Zen softball.
'Tham Jackson's roster included
Rich Mills (former FoTUm Feature
Athlete), Professor Robert Blomquist, Professor David Vandercoy,
Matt Begeske, Jeff Sturm, Dave
Mathies, Robert Henke. Mike

Delphine, J.C. Anderson, Scott
Ellis, 'Ibm Stefaniak, Brent !nabnit and Dennis Lee Goss. Team
Jackson's would like to thank Daneene Mitchell and Mary Ryan for
their loyal support.
The women's softball team,
sponsored by Rainbow Light
Frozen Yogurt, featured the playing of Daneene Mitchell and Mary
'Scarred ~gs' Ryan.
The team began the season in
the 'C Division' but due to some
untimely hitting, the team was
bumped down to the lowly 'D
Division.' While in the cellar 'D
Division' the team regained their
composure and captured the championship trophy, beating a 'C division' team by the ten run slaughter
rule.
Season highlights included
Mary Ryan giving the Lutheran
Deaconesses on the team a grammar lesson in profanity and Daneene Mitchell catching a ball in
her mouth (thank goodness it was
after the wedding). The women's
team would like to thank Team
Jackson's for their support, including singing the National Anthem and doing the wave.

Intramural . Sports Offer

Something For Everyone
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor
Welcome back Depraved Hearts to another exciting year of sports
at V.U. School of Law. I would like to welcome all first year and
transfer students and encourage them to participate in intramural
sports. If there is anyone who would be interested in being the
liason between the Law School and the intramurals office, please
drop a note in my locker. (148) We would like to see the Depraved
Hearts, the Barristers, and the Dissenters (I think I've covered the
major teams) carry off as many championships as possible.
A word about the Forum Sports Section. If anyone would like
to write articles about their favorite sports team, please let me
know. The Sports section welcomes all scoop reporters. As you can
see, the sports department is on the cutting edge of obtaining a
sports update. My right-band-man/anchor man, John "J.G.'' Garman is seen bringing me the latest scoop on the soccer team, direct
from Milan, Italy. Kudos to Rich Mills (former Forum Feature
Athlete) of the A-V Department for his help in the news gathering.
A word on the Forum Feature Athlete you have all heard so much
about .... The Forum Feature Athlete is a law student who exemplifies the "All American Athlete" spirit. While the feature may
seem at times to be verging on parody, the purpose of the article
is to honor this man or woman, who not only is an active participant in the law school, but who also supports and participates in
V.U. School of Law intramural activities.
I strongly encourage everyone to participate in 1-M activities. Not
only do 1-M activities provide a good study break, but I-M activities
can also provide you with a new wardrobe, if the team you are participating on wins the championship.
A new feature in the sports section I will run in the next addition of the Forum will be "Dear Sports Staff." This feture will give
eyeryone an opportunity to respond to any of the views expressed
in the sports section. Of course, please keep the language clean,
even if you are a die-hard Bears fan and you disagree with Matt
Begeske's prediction of a second place NFC Central Division finish.
Not many sports "seasons" have really gotten under way to date.
It does seem that the class of 1991 is very enthusiastic and ready
to bring honor and glory to all law school I-M teams.
Speaking of teams, calling all volleybell players ... Co-ree V-ball
is on the horizon. Also needed- women for the gals' volleyball
team. The Dissenters, verging on a World-Cup title boast a roster
of all third year women. So, if you know of any women V-ball
players, drop me a note. My apologies for excluding our fillin/ringer player- Mary Ryan (2L) who came out at the end of the
season last year.
Finally, P.S. Marchand is looking for members for Team Feckless
and Byzantine, that Co-ree Volleyball powerhouse team. And, you
know, if we only had Troy Swanson, we would win all the Cham. _._
this vear. 'Til next snorts _. _.,,
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Variety
By Beth Henning
Forum Sports Editor

The Forum Feature Athlete for
our first issue is J.G. Garman.
How did this third year receive
such a dubious distinction? What
feats of physical finesse has this
man performed? Lastly, you ask,
why does J.G. get his picture in the
paper when only one past Forum
Feature Athlete (Mary Kay
Thanos) had her picture in this law
school tabloid?
'Ib answer the photo question
posed (no pun intended), the
Sports Staff assumed control of
the Forum camera and with the
assistance of Rich Mills, resident
A-V expert, we obtained a rare
photo of J.G working out in
Wesemann Hall.
J.G. began his career as a
juvenile jock, playing Little
League in his early years. After
moving on from his humble beginnings in Wheaton, Illinois, J.G.
eventually moved on to Indiana
University -Bloomington, where
he graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in English.
While at I.U., J.G. raced his bicycle for his fraternity in the Little
500 event held anually in Bloomington. J.G.'s freshman year, the
fraternity raced to a fourteenth
place finish. The ensuing years
saw the Chi Phi's (J.G.'s fraternity) race to an eighth place finish,
a fourth place finish, and finally,
in J.G.'s senior year, a third place
finish at the Little 500.
In addition to the Little 500, J.G.
has raced in U.S.C.F. (U.S. Cycling
Federation) sponsored events. J.G.
also told this Forum reporter that
he has "received hardware" at
Biathalons held in Indianapolis.

J.G. revealed to the Forum that
intramurals are very important to
him so that he can "acquire new
wearing apparel,"such as V.U. intramural championship T-shirts
and the Reinhold pig race "Country Classic" long sleeve tee.
During his law school career,
J.G. has participated in numerous
intramural sports. J.G. has fought
for the honor and glory of the
Depraved Hearts in such sports as
football (J.G. played bench
warmer), soccer (the Depraved
Hearts were the 1987 V.U. Champs
over the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity in exciting overtime play),
golf, co-ree volleyball (J.G. played
on Sturm's powerful hitting squad
last season), water basketball
(J.G.'s first year of law school, the
team finished first, led by the
skilled Troy Swanspn, no doubt),
and last, but not least, cross country (1st in 1986, 2nd in 1987).
J.G. attributed his development
of a "menagerie of athletic skills"
to the continuous coaching and
leadership of Rich Mills (former
Forum Feature Athlete) of the AV Department. J.G. also attributed
his athletic success to his training
table diet of Ramean pride
noodles and alternating rl.esserts
of DQ blizzards and TCBY 9oz.
cups of yogurt, with an occasional
Law School reception supplement.
J.G. hopes that the Depraved
Hearts soccer team will "kick
some butt" again this year. With
the Sig Eps going underground as
a result of the hot peanut butter
hazing incident, some of the competition should be reduced. J.G.
also has hopes for the cross country runners led by Prof. Mike
Straubel and veteran runner Jeff
Wright.
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In all seriousness, the Forum
would like to congratulate John
"J.G." Garman for his participation in law school sports, his support of the law school's womens
volleyball team, the Dissenters,
and for being an all-around A-V
technician. CONGRATS!

In addition to be~Dc an all·
around athlete. .J.G.Is also an allaround nlee py.
I would llke to specially than
.J.G for all his help In mak~Dc the
lst issue of the Forum possible!
Without you, I couldn't have
done Itt

Of Sports
On Fall
Calendar
By John Garman
Forum Staff Writer
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This fall's sports calendar is
chock full of fun activities for all
you girls and boys, so be sure to
come out and enjoy "making it
hurt.''
This fall's calendar includes:
softball (women), flag football
(men), soccer (men), golf, a tennis
tournament, co-ed football, rec
basketball, co-ree basketball, racquetball singles, co-ed volleyball,
cross country, a team bowling
tournament, 3 on 3 basketball,
wrestling (men), and basketball
(again).
The flag football team is already
talking championship season. Led
by a score of veterans, they have
eaten up their opponents in preseason action.
·
The soccer team just returned
from an exhibition game in Milan,
Italy, where they defeated the
Italian Nationals in overtime play.
They are also predicting a perfect
season.
As for the rest of the fall sports:
be sure to check-out Chris "Nancy Lopez" Mascal going for her
third consecutive golf title; see the
co-ed volleyball teams pair off for
some fast smashing action; and
sign-up for the all important crosscountry race because I, J.G. Garman, want to win a T-shirt.
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